
Karey Higuera

Indianapolis, IN

karey.higuera@gmail.com

3185572406

https://kbravh.dev
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SKILLS

TypeScript

React

Node.js

Python

Next.js/Gatsby

Jest/Vitest

SQL

LANGUAGES

English Spanish

Seeking a challenging role that will allow me to further my development

skills and use those skills to teach other developers as well.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Pillar HR

Built a system to allow phone calls to be recorded and integrated into

the interview platform

Integrated various 3rd party tools to ingest and publish data between

our platform and theirs

Set up a recording bot to automatically join Teams meetings and

provide recordings when an o�cial integration wasn't yet complete

Built a browser extension with integrated auth to allow users to access

interview data outside of application

Designed and coded a scoring system to provide an overview of

interviewer responses

https://pillar.hr

Fenway Group

Designed and developed REST APIs and backend services for vital crew

applications at Southwest Airlines, both on-prem and in the cloud.

Developed an integration service between new and legacy applications

at Southwest that use various data models (XML, SOAP, JSON).

Re-architected AWS infrastructure for a highly available, international

study platform and built an international donations site for Bible Study

Fellowship.

Built an Ecommerce site for SALT Lending Inc. and integrated a

customer service and ticketing service.

Taught professional Scrum Developer training course to 20

developers.

https://fenwaygroup.com/

PROJECTS

Tweet to Markdown

A Node.js CLI that saves tweets to

Markdown in beautiful format,

including polls, images, etc.

https://github.com/kbravh/twee

t-to-markdown

Obsidian Tweet to Markdown

plugin

A plugin version of my Tweet to

Markdown tool, downloaded by

over 4000 users.

https://github.com/kbravh/obsi

dian-tweet-to-markdown

Scriptly

An internationalized templating

website that creates scripture-

styled versions of documents. Built

using AWS Lambda for server logic,

with a state machine driving

frontend state.

https://scripture.page

Full-Stack Developer

Native Fluent

Senior Software Engineer

(July 06, 2021 - Present)

Full-Stack Web Developer

(December 27, 2017 - June 30, 2021)

TypeScript

TypeScript/Obsidian.md

JavaScript/React/GatsbyJS/Node.js
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